CURRICULUM CONTENT

Unit 1 Money

Experience

- Ancient and modern money
- UK and US
- Solomon Islands
- India
- Italy
- Zimbabwe

Read

- Fiction
- Poetry
- A Shakespeare’s play
- A news report
- An encyclopedia entry

Create

- Comparison
- A letter to an MP
- A summary
- An opinion piece
- An account
- Design research

Unit 2 First Impression

Experience

- United Kingdom
- Barbados
- New York
- Iraq
- Australia

Read
• Autobiography
• Poetry
• A news report
• Fiction

Create
• A comparison
• Poem
• Two different accounts
• Journal entries

Unit 3 Fire

Experience
• Australia
• Canada
• Great Fire of London
• United Kingdom
• Korea

Read
• Fiction
• Autobiography
• Diary
• Rhyme
• Encyclopedia entry

Create
• Script for play
• Different point of views
• PowerPoint presentation
• Research of old rhymes
• Research on glass technique

Unit 4 Reaching out
Experience

- Italian painting
- United Kingdom
- Nicaragua
- Venezuela
- China
- Australia

Read

- Poetry
- Fiction
- Newspaper article
- Fable

Create

- An art review
- A report
- Nomination for an award
- A letter
- An adventure story
- Journal entry

Unit 5 Time

Experience

- Old England
- China
- Afghanistan
- Ancient Egypt
- Australia

Read

- A Shakespeare’s speech
- Biography
- Online encyclopedia
- Autobiography
- Poetry

Create
• An age of man
• A proposal
• Research
• Sundial
• Journal entry

Unit 6 Escaping

Experience

• Norway
• Morocco
• Zambia
• Iraq

Read

• Fiction
• Newspaper report
• Graphic novel
• Poetry

Create

• A dramatic account
• Chapter in a novel
• Graphic novel
• Journal entries

Unit 7 In the dark

Experience

• United Kingdom
• Gothic fiction
• Nuclear fall out

Read

• Autobiography
• Victorian fiction
• A graphic novel
• Poetry
• Fiction
Create

- Story about darkness
- A graphic sequence
- An opinion piece
- Journal entry

Unit 8 Viewpoint

Experience

- Tudor England
- Mozambique
- Hamlin, Germany
- Japan
- Northern Ireland

Read

- Poetry
- A news report
- Rats in art and literature
- Fiction

Create

- A review
- A caption
- A report
- A presentation
- A satirical monologue
- Journal entry

Unit 9 Colour

Experience

- India
- United Kingdom
- Mexico
- Germany
- Finland

Read
• Poetry
• A fable
• Non-fiction
• An exhibition catalogue
• An interview

Create

• A poem
• A fable
• Scientific and cultural

Unit 10 The English language

Experience

• Old English
• Middle English
• Jamaican English
• Text messaging
• Newspeak

Read

• Poetry
• Fiction
• An encyclopedia entry
• A newspaper article
• A txt poem

Create

• Dictionary
• A letter
• A txt poem
• An opinion piece
• Journal entry